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The City of Dayton recently
awarded funds as part of the
Dayton Recovery Plan.

City announces latest round of
funding
Jan 12, 2023, 4:34pm EST

The City of Dayton awarded funds for
two projects that help strengthen the
community by different means.

Contractors have not yet been
selected for either project.

The city has been steadily disbursing
the $138 million it received as part of
the American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA).

OneFifteen Recovery, 257 Hopeland
Avenue, was awarded $380,000 for
the funding of the first phase of its
Houses of Hope program.

OneFifteen offers comprehensive services for people recovering
from addiction, including an outpatient clinic, inpatient residential
treatment center and a crisis stabilization unit and OneFifteen
Living.

The funds will be used for planning, architecture design, land
development and preliminary construction costs for two houses on



vacant lots in the Carillon Neighborhood. The lots are within
walking distance of the OneFifteen campus.

The additional housing option will remove blight as well as
supports patients.

The treatment center will be raising money to fund additional
phases of Houses of Hope.

OneFifteen recently marked its third anniversary and has served
more than 5,500 patients.

Less than four miles away is Wesley Dayton.

Wesley Dayton, 3730 Delphos Ave., will use the $300,000 it was
awarded to add a classroom and renovate existing classroom
space, implement an accurate evacuation plan, renovate outdoor
green space, purchase new park equipment and enhanced
information technology. A fenced area for the vehicles Wesley uses
to transport program participants will also be erected.

Wesley Dayton offers senior services, an after-school program,
summer camp, workforce development, a program for expectant
mothers and families with a child younger than 1 and a food
distribution center.

The City of Dayton established the Dayton Recovery Plan to use as
a roadmap to distribute the ARPA funds.

Projects and proposals of the plan were developed using a data-
driven approach that analyzed socio-economic, health, and
demographic data to make informed funding decisions that benefit
minority communities disproportionately impacted by the
pandemic while also addressing long-standing economic and
social inequities in the city.
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